FURNITURE
AND ACCESSORIES

The FOREMAN Products company is a Russian manufacturer of high-quality sports
equipment and furniture made of HPL and MDF for commercial use.
We create unique furniture and lockers for changing rooms, recreation and sports
areas, swimming pools and gyms, stadiums and spa resorts, of a special design with
an anti-vandal locking system.

Focused areas:
• design and manufacture of furniture made of environmentally friendly laminated plastic (HPL) with a
patented anti-vandal locking system; HPL-furniture of
the new generation is easily adaptable to the application features and the facility detail;
• design and manufacture of a full line of professional
weight benches with sophisticated biomechanics, reliable and safe in use;
• development and manufacture of multifunctional
frames for new advanced fitness areas (Antigravity
Yoga, CrossFit, Workout, etc.), boxing, etc .;
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• design and manufacture of a full line of free
weights with the ability ofpersonalization.
Own production, accumulated experience and a
variety of activities give us a comprehensive approach for equipping gyms of any type and help
to develop individual projects for each client.

MDF lockers on a hidden, invisible framework.
* hidden framework - aluminum extrusion is not visible between locker doors.

Furniture and accessories
FORMAN Products offers stylish and practical furniture for changing rooms, entrance lobbies, bars
and other areas of fitness clubs, swimming pools,
ski and spa resorts.
Where quality, convenience, high reliability, minimal maintenance, as well as contemporary and
modern design are required, our furniture will be
the best choice and will help to emphasize the style
of your facility.
The specialists of FORMAN Products offer the
design of individual furniture models.

FOREMAN® furniture can be manufactured of:
• extremely durable environmentally friendly
laminated HPL plastic with an aluminum extrusion
frame.
• MDF.
• mix: HPL faces, walls and shelves of MDF.
A wide range of colors and a wide choice of face
surface textures make it possible to manufacture
furniture of maximum compliance with the design
of the facility.
FOREMAN® furniture is created for intensive commercial use. The basis of the structure is a specially designed profile made of aluminum extrusion,
powder coated by electrostatic spray deposition,
which firmly connects the elements.
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HPL lockers on a hidden, invisible framework.
* hidden framework - aluminum extrusion is not visible between locker doors.

FOREMAN® furniture is created for intensive commercial use. The basis of the structure is a specially
designed profile made of aluminum extrusion, powder coated by electrostatic spray deposition, which
firmly connects the elements.
Due to the properties of the material, such a frame is
corrosion proof and furniture maintains a deserved
external appearance for a long time.
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All other furniture elements are made of HPL - extremely durable environmentally friendly laminated
plastic, high pressure molded.
HPL-plastic is alkali proof, and also not d
eformable, so that the furniture keeps an attractive
appearance for a long time.
Door hinges integrated into the aluminum profile
- patented “anti-vandal” design, provide multiple
door opening without loss of joint quality.

HPL lockers on a visible framework.
* visible framework - aluminum extrusion is visible between locker doors.

FORMAN Products manufactures lockers of HPL and
MDF based on aluminum extrusion.
This is a unique furniture assembly technology, where
HPL / MDF parts are installed on a solid aluminum
frame without glue and end fasteners of metalware.
We provide a 60-month warranty for our furniture.
It is possible to manufacture lockers with doors opening
both to the right and to the left side (the standard option
- doors opening to the right).

Wide door opening angle from 175 ° for the locker
section to 242 ° for the stand alone lockers gives
an additional convenience for users. Each locker is
equipped with a ventilation system.
Thanks to profile frame, FOREMAN® lockers are
assembled without adhesive bonding. If necessary,
during service, the furniture can be easily and without
damage dismantled and assembled in another room
or at another facility.
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MDF lockers on a hidden, invisible framework.
* hidden framework - aluminum extrusion is not visible between locker doors.

Single-section lockers
The “luxury” class among the large lockers. Maximum use of locker height
and width space allows placement of single-section lockers in high-price fitness clubs with spacious changing rooms.
Single-section lockers can be used in dedicated changing room areas for VIP clients.
An additional option is a comfortable integrated bench.
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HPL lockers on a visible framework.
* visible framework - aluminum extrusion is visible between locker doors.

Single-section children’s lockers
All sports activities begin in the changing room. The FORMAN Products company will make it the most convenient and
comfortable. A scaled-down copy of single-section lockers specially designed for young visitors of children’s sports
centers, playrooms and other premises for children. Lockers are made of environmentally friendly HPL-plastic, that is
especially important in children’s rooms.
An any age child loves to be independent. Lockers are designed according to child’s height, let him decide how his stuff
will be stacked!
FORMAN paid special attention to safety: the corners and ends of the furniture are rounded. And if the kid decides to
secretly decorate the locker face, it’s easy to fix! HPL plastic does not require special care and any masterpieces are
easily erased without any marks left.
Attractive appearance and brightness of colors are very important for children’s furniture. The rich color palette of
FOREMAN® lockers will create a cozy atmosphere and make the room colorful, so that the child wants to come to
class again and again.
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MDF lockers on a hidden, invisible framework.
* hidden framework - aluminum extrusion is not visible between locker doors.

Two-section lockers
They will help save space and provide more foot traffic in the club in confined areas.
Two-section lockers can be combined with full-size single-section lockers considering
a large number of club guests during prime time.
An additional option is a comfortable integrated bench.
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HPL lockers on a visible framework.
* visible framework - aluminum extrusion is visible between locker doors.

Z-shaped lockers
Due to their unique design, Z-shaped lockers combine the height of one-section and the compactness of two-section
linear models. Due to their unusual shape, they allow to create original interior solutions in the changing room.
Z-shaped lockers are a great solution for small changing rooms. They allow to receive same time
two high commodious lockers on an area of only 400 mm wide.
An additional option is a comfortable integrated bench.
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HPL lockers on a visible framework.
* visible framework - aluminum extrusion is visible between locker doors.

“Piano” lockers
“Piano” lockers are almost as comfortable as single-section lockers, but they take up less space, saving up to 25% of
changing room space. The shape of the faces gives wide range of original color solutions.
On an area of 700 mm wide, a clothes locker with three complete sections for clothes and sports equipment can be
placed.
The side sections have spacious shelves for footwear and bags.
An additional option is a comfortable integrated bench.
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Sports lockers
For changing rooms of basketball, football, hockey and other sports teams, we offer specialized locker sections, the
individual design of which is specially estimated
for the dimensions of equipment and sports gear.
Along with a spacious compartment for bags with gear and footwear, there are hooks for outer clothing
and shelves for convenient placement of personal belongings of players.
Lockers can be personalized by engraving.
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HPL lockers on a visible framework.
* visible framework - aluminum extrusion is visible between locker doors.

Multi-section lockers
Multi-section models provide space savings where full-featured lockers are not required. Area of their application is
very wide: from swimming pools and paid beaches (for storing light outer clothing) to airports and supermarkets (for
storing hand luggage and personal items).
Multi-section lockers are ideal for children’s changing rooms in gymnasiums and schools: in the lower sections elementary school students can store things, and the upper sections are for high class students.
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HPL lockers on a visible framework.
* visible framework - aluminum extrusion is visible between locker doors.

Locker for people with disabilities
A person in a wheelchair has limited mobility. That is why the surrounding furniture should meet his ergonomics and
needs as much as possible. FOREMAN® lockers of HPL- plastic for people with disabilities are specially designed for
the convenience of use by wheelchair person. Lockers have an extended width, a convenient size in height; they can be
supplemented with a shoe rack and other additional options.
We can manufacture lockers and changing room benches according to your individual project.
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Furniture for swimming pools and water parks
For 15 years, the Russian company FOREMAN has been creating a line of furniture and lockers for changing rooms,
recreation and sports areas, swimming pools and gyms, ski and spa resorts. One of the main advantages of the brand
is that their product line is ideal for equipping “wet areas”, in particular, swimming pools and water parks.
Lockers for the swimming pool changing rooms, in which visitors leave personal belongings for storage, should be as
practical and comfortable furniture as possible.
They must be highly resistant to wear, since their use requires daily use and high traffic. In addition, it should be borne
in mind that cabinets with a plastic facade for the swimming pool changing rooms are operated in a room with high
humidity.
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Furniture for swimming pools and water parks
Furniture made from environmentally friendly HPL plastic, based on an aluminum framework, can be used effectively
and without damage both in dry, and in damp and even unheated rooms, including outdoors, completely preserving its
qualities.
This material is resistant to temperature extremes, high and low humidity, as well as direct exposure to sunlight. Furniture made of HPL plastic withstands high levels of stress and is extremely durable. That is why HPL plastic is ideal
for general products, in particular cabinets for water parks and swimming pools in fitness clubs.
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НPL lockers on a visible framework.
* visible framework - aluminum extrusion is visible between locker doors.

Safe deposit lockers
Manufactured according to an individual project.
The combination of cells of various sizes in one safe deposit locker will satisfy the needs
of all clients. It will be possible to put there things of any size: from a phone and a wallet to a briefcase with valuable
documents. Such blocks of safe deposit cells are resistant to unauthorized access, and their location in the reception
area will not allow criminals to steal other people’s valuables.
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НPL lockers on a visible framework.
* visible framework - aluminum extrusion is visible between locker doors.

Safe deposit lockers
To optimize space, safe deposit lockers can be located in niches, integrated with staff desks and receptions.
Safes can also be part of a combined section that combines single-section
or multi-section lockers and be installed in the changing rooms of fitness clubs.
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Benches
Customers’ comfort is largely dependent on the availability of comfortable seating places. The design of FOREMAN®
benches is practical and concise. They provide easy access to lockers and fill up the interior of the room. The main
materials are metal frame and seats made of HPL plastic.
The benches have an aesthetic appearance and a strong, reliable structure. Various placement options will optimally
organize the space of the entrance area, hall and changing rooms.
A wide range of colors of HPL-plastic and upholstery will organically fit this piece of furniture into the interior of any
facility.
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Benches
Benches on two supports not only save space, but also have a reliable fastening system to the floor, that helps to keep
order in the changing rooms.
Reinforced benches at the bottom are fastened with metal rods that can be used as a shoe holder.
Single-sided and double-sided benches with hanger save used space
due to temporary outer clothing and bags’ placement on hangers. They are convenient for sports team changing
rooms.
For rooms with moderate humidity, benches with a soft seats will be perfect.
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Desks for administrative staff
The reception desk and the surrounding interior are the first things that a potential client sees when entering
to the premises of the fitness club. That is why it is very important that the design of the reception helps to convey
atmosphere and status of your establishment.
FOREMAN® reception – it is a combination of beauty, functionality and durability.
The size, shape and content of the desk depends on the area, interior, and also the passage capacity of the club.
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Desks for administrative staff
FOREMAN® desks are custom-made. They are as comfortable and functional as possible
for both employees and customers.
The technology of shaped cutting of HPL-plastic allows to reproduce complex contours to design furniture pieces of
non-standard shapes. This makes it possible to design and arrange desks in a way that
their design harmonizes with the interior of the room.
Coaches’ desks are used in the area of the gym, swimming pool, children’s room. They allow you to organize the instructor’s workplace and make it easier for clients to find him.
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Counters for bars and cafes
Bar counters are the focal point of the fitness bars and cafes on the territory of the club. The process of folding sheets
of HPL plastic at the required angles to give a certain shape allows you to form counters of various sizes with radius
modules and non-standard forms of faces.
Countertops for the fitness-cafe area, mini-countertops for the bar area, hanging shelves with lighting and much more
will help to furnish the interior. Thanks to a wide range of colors and textures of HPL-plastic
you can easily match the color palette of furniture in the fitness-bar area to the design of the room.
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Cloakroom desks
No public place can be imagined without a cloakroom. Furniture for this area should meet increased requirements for
quality and reliability, be comfortable, functional and in harmony with the interior of the room.
Cloakroom desks, benches, shoe racks and other pieces of furniture, designed in the same style of the interior and
manufactured taking into account the features of the room, will decorate the entrance h
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Safe deposit lockers for keys and club cards
Safe deposit lockers of various sizes and configurations are suitable for open storage of small items such as club
cards, towel tokens, keys, information and promotional materials and much more.
The safe deposit lockers for keys and club cards are made of HPL plastic fixed to an aluminum extrusion.
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Safe deposit lockers for keys and club cards
For the convenient placement of keys, it is proposed to use a system that minimizes the occupied space. The shape
and volume of the lockers can vary depending on the preferences of the customer.
Boards for information and advertising materials, business cards, flyers can be matched in style and design with a
zone in which they will be located,
or may have their own unique design and serve as an additional focus in the design of various premises.
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Shower partitions and changing cabins
They are used in public places - in swimming pools, fitness centers, sports clubs, etc.
Shower partitions create comfortable and watertight walls in the shower area. Provide hygiene
and comfortable conditions for clients. The quality of the material allows the installation of partitions in the premises
with constant humidity.
2-sided, 3-sided and 4-sided changing cabins are lightweight, mobile and aesthetic appearance. The production uses
the self-supporting properties of HPL plastic, i.e. lack of metal frames in the structure.
Installing multiple changing cabins in the solarium or swimming pool area will provide your clients with privacy and
protection from unwanted glances.
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Sanitary cabins and partitions
Convenient and functional solution for places where hygiene is high demanded. Cabins
and FOREMAN® partitions are made of HPL plastic with a unique non-porous surface
that does not support the growth of pathogenic flora and allows for proper care in sanitary areas.
Partitions are fixed to the floor and walls.
The ability to manufacture custom-sized cabins will allow you to use the facility area as efficiently as possible.
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Towel lockers
Lockers for clean towels with open shelves are convenient for both clients and staff of fitness clubs, sports and spa
complexes.
It is possible to customize combined lockers to store clean and used towels. For this, containers or bags are mounted
in the lower wall pedestals
to store towels. This design significantly saves changing room space.
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Hairdryer shelves
Wall shelves in the premises of any fitness club, as a rule, perform simultaneously two functions: aesthetic and practical. With its help, you can functionally release space from large size storage cabinets and lockers. In addition, HPL
plastic is heat and moisture resistant,
therefore it can be used in rooms with high humidity.
The shelves have special openings for a hair dryer, they can be of a wide variety of shapes and colors.
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We offer a wide range of accessories and additional furniture items.
Lockers accessories:
• Mortise and padlocks of increased reliability
• Electronic proximity locks
with an identifier in the form of a bracelet, card
or key fob
• Numbers on the locker doors with the customer’s logo
• Bracelets, key rings and key numbers with the
customer’s logo
Additional elements and options:
• Integrated benches

• Hangers and hooks
• Cantilever shelves
• Decorative end panels
• Shaped ornamental elements
• Sloping roof *
* prevents accumulation of debris on lockers and
reduces cleaning time.

* prevents accumulation of debris on lockers and reduces cleaning time.
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Personalization of furniture
FORMAN Products offers a furniture personalization service to create an original and unique interior. Such furniture
will enhance the status of your fitness club in the eyes of clients.
Furniture can be personalized by engraving or transferring photographs. Any artistic, graphic or photographic material can be used for application.
The image can be applied to any part of a smooth face side. A panoramic image or art piece can be placed on wall panels and decorative elements made of HPL plastic.
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Curtain wall panels
The use of wall panels when decorating a room gives it an aesthetic
and an attractive appearance, as well as increases thermal protection, allowing to save on heating.
High technical characteristics of panels based on monolithic HPL-plastic exclude the possible formation of microorganisms and bacteria inside the material.
Resistance to acids, oils, gases and other chemicals allows wall panels to be used in aggressive operating conditions:
swimming pools, water parks, laboratories, training centers, parking lots, garages, car washes, etc.
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Contact us:
Russia office: sales@foremanfitness.com I www.foremanfitness.com
Europe оffice: Unit 3, The OId Chapel Denbigh Road, Hendre, Mold CH7 5QL,
United Kingdom
+44 7917 170516 I harry@mfitness.com
Foreman Fitness Products GmbH Dealer:
Hueserstr. 39, 59075 Hamm Phone: +49 2381 671105
info@foremanfitness.gmbh I ww.foremanfitness.gmbh
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